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It’s a varied newsletter this time 
with lots of interesting articles. 
Thank you to all those who have 
contributed, please keep the 
articles coming in to whoever will 
be doing the next newsletter! 
 
This is my last newsletter as editor 
and I hope someone will step in to 
take over the role. It’s not a 
particularly strenuous task so 
please step forward if you think its 
something you could do. 
 
The Handy Hints for practice night  

 
 
 
 
on page 6 are just a couple of the  
many good ideas I picked up on 
the ITTS module 2 training.  
 
I can thoroughly recommend the 
ITTS scheme for everyone. If you 
don’t feel confident in teaching 
people to ring then check out the 
article on page 2, make an 
appointment with Nicky, then enrol 
on the ITTS course! Contact Mark 
Pendery for more details. 

 
Please check out the job 
vacancies on page 4 and give 
serious thought as to whether it’s 
something you could do. 
 
If the Guild has ever helped you in 
some way—training session, bell 
fund grant, social events—perhaps 
you could repay the favour and do 
something to help the Guild.  
 
If your tower or district are doing 
something different for Christmas, 
don’t forget to write it up for the 
newsletter! 
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CONFIDENCE BOOSTING 
Nicky Mason 

Leicester Cathedral 
 

“I didn’t know how a 
hypnotherapy for Ringing session 
would help me but after my first 
session I looked at ringing with 
others differently, this made me 
feel more relaxed during ringing 
and has built my confidence” 
As a qualified hypnotherapist and 
ringer for over thirty years, I was 
approached by a very well known 
ringer in the West Midlands and 
asked to look at whether or not 
hypnosis could be used to help 
with problematic ringing styles. As 
it is becoming widely used with 
athletes and sports people to help 
them to overcome technical as 
well as confidence issues, I felt 
that there was every chance that 
it could help in ringing.  
I began by adapting a script for 
musicians, in which they mentally 
mirror someone they wish to 
emulate and redeveloped a 
confidence script to incorporate 
bell handling elements  that I felt 
would be beneficial; the aim being 
to boost confidence with everyone 
that I worked with, and handling, 
where that applies. 
Having put the approaches 
together I asked within the 
Leicester Diocesan Guild for a 
number of people who were 
experiencing various ringing 
difficulties and who would be 
keen to give my programme a go. 
I had an enthusiastic response 
and met with each volunteer 
individually to talk through what 
they felt their issues were. The 
group was quite mixed which 
proved helpful to me; one was a 
relatively new ringer, another had 
recently returned to ringing and 
had developed handling issues 
that he didn’t have before, and a 
couple had been ringing for quite 
some time but felt they would 
benefit from a boost in 
confidence.  
Having talked through the 

individual issues I then 
personalised the scripts and met 
further with each volunteer to 
work through the process. On 
each occasion I began by using 
an induction script to relax them 
followed by the tailored ringing 
script. After each session they 
were given a CD of what we had 
done so that they could further 
reinforce the work in their own 
time if needed. 
From the outset it quickly became 
apparent that confidence was the 
biggest issue with everyone that 
took part and that once this was 
addressed they were able to look 
more at their ringing style. 
 From the feedback that I have 
received, the lady that was 
relatively new to ringing felt 
confident enough to push herself 
more and to ring at different 
towers without this becoming a 
major source of anxiety. The 
gentleman that had returned to 
ringing with a handling issue had 
also become more confident and 
in doing so the handling issue had 
disappeared. Of the two ringers 
that had been ringing for some 
time, one reported increased 
confidence such that he was able 
to relax more during a striking 
competition, feeling less nervous 
and more focused on the ringing 
than on his own performance. 
Most importantly, for me however, 
was the comment that I had 
helped to put the fun back into 
ringing, which is how it should be. 
Being in a relaxed or hypnotic 
state is something that we all do 
naturally – switching off whilst 
watching TV, reading a page and 
not taking any of it in or arriving at 
a destination without a clear 
recollection of every step of the 
journey are just a few common 
examples of how we drift in and 
out of this state throughout a 
typical day – as such it is quite 
safe and at no point is the client 
being controlled by anyone other 
than themselves. This is not stage 

hypnotism. The suggestions that 
are given during hypnotherapy 
will only be accepted if they are 
considered of benefit to the client 
and rejected if not.  
From the responses that I have 
had to this study I do feel that 
there is a place for hypnotherapy 
within ringing, both with learners 
and with those that are more 
experienced if the need arises. It 
can help to build confidence to 
ring with others or to handle a 
bell, it can help relax the mind to 
achieve and build confidence to 
ring under pressure, for example 
during competitions, first or 
special peals etc. If anyone is 
interested for themselves, knows 
someone that may benefit or is 
just keen to find out more, please 
contact me and I will be happy to 
discuss it further. 
 
Tel: 07544 765091/0116 2209294 
masonnicky@ymail.com 
www.nickymason.co.uk 
 
Following an initial consultation 
the work is carried out in either 
one or two sessions. The total 
cost for this is £40 (£5 of which to 
be donated to LDG BRF) 
 
Nicky Mason 
Dip Hyp. MNCP. Dip Coun. 
BFRP. Adv Prac. MET 
 

 



A FRESH PERSPECTIVE 
Alf Ardley 

Long Whatton 
 

 
When All Saints’ Church Long 
Whatton held its annual Gift Day 
last year, we rang the three bells 
as part of the festivities.  On my 
way out of the church I spoke to 
a woman who said how nice it 
was to hear the bells ring.  She 
told me she had lived all her life 
in the village and had never seen 
the bells; it was too late for her 
now, as she was no longer able 
to climb the two ladders up to the 
bell chamber. 
 
I started to think about how we 
could enable people to see the 
bells during ringing, and 
mentioned it to Jennie Higson.  
She told me that the Leicester 
Guild of Church Bellringers had 

CCTV equipment including a 
laptop which was suitable for the 
task, and that the image could be 
relayed to a screen in the body of 
the church. She very kindly said 
that Long Whatton could borrow 
it for the purpose of this year’s 
Gift Day on 16th September. 
 
I am not familiar with connection 
arrangements for the laptop and 
projector, but with the help of my 
son-in-law we were able to 
connect up all the equipment and 
get it running.  As there are no 
power sockets in the bell tower, 
we needed very long cables 
(over 50ft) reaching from the 
church floor up the ladders to the 
bell tower. The main difficulty lay 
in getting the camera positioned 
correctly, and we resorted to 
telephoning each other on our 
mobiles from the bell tower to the 

screen.  A set of walkie-talkies 
would have been handy, to 
overcome this communication 
problem! 
 
Many thanks to the Leicester 
Guild for the loan of the 
equipment, and to Jennie for her 
help and advice. The people of 
Long Whatton and other visitors 
to the church were very grateful 
and fascinated by the view of the 
bells in motion. 

Andrew Young 
Oadby 

 

In June, we were proud to join the 
nationwide celebration of the 
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee.  It was 
a busy weekend with a quarter 
before the celebration evensong 
on Sunday, and a quarter of 
Diamond Bob Triples on Monday.  
It was also notable that the 
Sunday service band rang a 
course of Diamond Bob Triples 
for the morning service on the 
Sunday. Sunday 3 June, 1260 
Plain Bob Minor in 43 min. 1, 
Mary Hill; 2, Jane Farrelly; 3, 
Steve Millington; 4, John 
Thompson; 5, Diana Young; 6, 
Andrew Young (C).  
3 - First minor 
Monday 4 June, 1260 Diamond 
Bob Triples in 44 min. 1, 
Gwenyth Tyler; 2, Roland Cook; 
3, Alison Iliffe; 4, Diana Young; 5, 
Terry Iliffe; 6, Chris Rudge; 7, 
Andrew Young (C); 8, Mary Hill.   

First in method for all (2,3,5,6 - 
first blows). 1 - 650th quarter. 

Both quarters were rung to 
celebrate the Diamond Jubilee of 
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 

No sooner had we celebrated the 
Diamond Jubilee, than the build 
up to the Olympic Games began.  
When we heard the news that the 
Olympic torch relay was due to 
come through Oadby, right past 
the church, we decided that the 
bells should be ringing as it went 
past. Complicated signals were 
arranged from various people 
along the route to inform us of the 
torch’s progress, to make sure 
that we were ringing as it went 
past: when they built the tower, 
they omitted to put a window in 
the north wall meaning that we 
could not keep a look out 
ourselves!  So as the torch and its 
entourage went past the tower, 
the bells were ringing out.  
Unfortunately, due to the lack of 
the aforementioned window, we 

saw nothing of its passing! 

And so to the opening of the 
Games. Like many, our initial 
reaction to Martin Creed’s 
suggestion for celebrating the 
opening of the Olympic Games 
was very negative. As many had 
pointed out, 3 minutes of ringing 
in the traditional manner, at 8:12 
a.m. was just not practical on 
many levels: not least the 
practicality of getting enough 
ringers to the tower at that time 
on a Friday.    

However, a thought-provoking 
letter in the Ringing World pointed 
out that, despite the shortcomings 
of the idea, it provided a great 
opportunity for publicising bells 
and bellringing.  So we decided to 
think ‘outside the box’ to organise 
an inclusive event: the idea was 
to get as many people as 
possible, ringers and non-ringers, 
to chime the bells for the allotted 
3 minutes.  Since the bells were 
being chimed, anyone (not just 

SUMMER SPECIALS! 



trained ringers) could do it.  So 
the ‘Frenzy of Bells with 
Breakfast’ was born!  

On the day around fifty members 
on the congregation, of all ages, 
met at the church just before 
8:00 a.m..  While those who 
wanted to (23 in all) climbed up 
to the ringing chamber, the 
others took handbells, belle-
plates, and any other sort of 
ringing device they could find, 
and went into the church yard to 
enjoy the warm morning sun.  At 
8:12 exactly (we know because 

Andrew was on the phone to 
Radio 2 at the time – we would 
have been the next person Chris 
Evans spoke to!), a cacophony of 
random chiming on the tower 
bells and vigorous ringing of 
hand bells rang out for the 
required 3 minutes.   

With “All the Bells” duly rung, the 
masses gathered at the back of 
the church for coffee and bacon 
rolls, prepared by the ringers.  It 
was all good fun and a great 
chance to bring the congregation 
together to ring the bells, even if 

it was an ungodly racket!  After 
the thoroughly non-traditional 
morning bells, we launched the 
games in a more traditional style 
in the evening with a quarter-peal 

Friday 27 July, 1288 Grandsire 
Triples in 43 min. 1, Gwenyth 
Tyler; 2, Alison Iliffe; 3, John 
Thompson; 4, Steve Millington; 
5, Diana Young; 6, Terry Iliffe; 7, 
Andrew Young (C); 8, Mary Hill.       
4 - First Grandsire and first on 8.   
Rung to celebrate the opening of 
the London 2012 Olympics (the 
bells were ringing at 8:12 p.m.)   

Viv Matravers 
Hathern 

 
 
The session started with some 
clapping exercises. Clapping the 
beat as if ringing rounds on six 
bells with an open handstroke 
lead. Then we had to repeat this 
but missing out the two middle 
bells. This was to emphasise the 
importance of counting, listening 
and concentrating when ringing 
rounds. Jennie Higson our 
excellent tutor then played some 
rounds from her ipad and we had 
to identify which bells were 
striking too early or late and then 
on which stroke. I found I really 
had to focus hard and for some 
of these took several rounds to 
identify the problem but was 
encouraged when we called out 
the results that I had them all 
right! At which Jennie pointed out 
that therefore with adequate bell 

control we all have the potential 
to strike really well. 
 
We then moved into the tower 
where we took part in some 
really useful but simple 
exercises. The sort of exercises 
that Steve Coleman in one of his 
books strongly recommends and 
I can now really appreciate why. 
We had to ring in rounds but two 
of us faced outwards so couldn’t 
see our neighbours rope. This 
serves many function, well it 
certainly did for me! You have to 
rely solely on your listening. I 
though I was already doing this 
but obviously I haven’t been! I 
was consistently late with both 
strokes but after several rounds 
and Jennie’s encouragement I 
did strike accurately in rounds. 
For the next exercise the bells 
were set alternately at hand 
stroke and back stroke. Again for 
this you just have to rely on your 

listening skills and concentrate 
on not looking at your 
neighbours sally! Another really 
useful exercise that taught us to 
really listen for our individual bell 
and place the bell so that when 
level with your nose the strike 
was in the right place, and with 
concentration accurate rounds 
were achieved. 
 
For me it was an invaluable 
couple of hours and one I would 
recommend. I learnt so many 
little things 
that put 
together will 
certainly help 
me become a 
better ringer. 
A big thank 
you to Jennie 
and her 
helpers. 

STRIKING AND LISTENING 

Job Vacancies: 
 
Guild President Guild Treasurer Recruitment and Education Chairman 
Recruitment and Education Secretary BRF Committee Member  
Newsletter Editor 
 
Person specification for all:  
Enjoy ringing, want to give something back to a hobby you have got a lot from, have a little 
spare time, want to help others, enjoy socialising, have fun. 
 
Please think carefully about volunteering to help your Guild. It is there for you, can you be 
there for it? 



Jennie Higson 
Loughborough 

 
Picture the scene; you want to 
learn to play the trumpet and there 
are two options to doing this. 
Option 1: your mates grandad, 
Bill, has offered to teach you. Bill 
taught himself in 1942 when he 
was 10 so his technique isn't 
brilliant but he can play some 
good tunes and has taught several 
people in his own way. Bill will 
teach you the basics of which 
fingers go where, then you are on 
to playing tunes and there is no 
going back. He will give you a 10 
minute go before orchestra 
practice each week and in a few 
months / years you will be good 
enough to play simple tunes with 
the orchestra, you'll never be 
number one trumpet because your 
technique will not let you progress 
to that. 

Option 2: John will give you one 
to one tuition for an hour and a 
half twice a week. John 
understands that people learn in 
different ways and can adapt his 
teaching appropriately. John 
follows a recognised teaching 

course so if he is ill or on holiday, 
his locum knows where you have 
got to and can take over. If your 
technique is not right and is 
preventing you progressing, John 
will go back to coach you on 
technique and will revisit this to 
ensure it stays correct enabling 
you to progress. With John it will 
take around 15 hours for you to be 
good enough to play simple tunes 
with the orchestra and because of 
the extra attention to technique, 
you then progress through to 
number one trumpet. 
Which would you choose? It's not 
a difficult decision is it? In fact it's 
obvious! So why, in the majority of 
cases, do we teach bell ringing the 
way Bill teaches trumpet? 
 
The ITTS (Integrated Teacher 
Training Scheme) course provides 
the bellringing equivalent of John's 
trumpet teaching. It gives you the 
knowledge to understand different 
styles of learning and adapt your 
teaching to suit the learner. It 
gives you the resources to help 
you do this. It gives you exercises 
to ensure the learner gets each 
small part right before 
progressing. It provides a scheme 
that learners follow and can see 
their progress. It gives learners 
resources they can access from 
home. It gives you the knowledge 
to see handling errors and 
techniques to enable you to help 
people overcome these errors. 
Why would you not want to use it? 
 

Comments from the ITTS course 
held at St Margaret's on 
September 8th: 
"I was sceptical about the course 
but can now see the advantages 
of it" 
"It's the best course I've been on, 
and that includes work courses" 
"I've had several lightbulb 
moments today!" 
"It's fantastic the way the whole 
scheme is all structured and 
organised!" 
"It's amazing how much we don't 
know!" 
"Lots of food for thought" 
"The theory makes everything 
clearer" 
"Thoroughly enjoyable!" 
"Illuminating!" 
 
 
Since the course two months ago  
six teachers have recruited and 
started teaching new learners, 
three teachers have run sorting 
out handling errors' sessions,, and 
there are some cluster teaching 
sessions happening where 
learners of the same standard but 
from different towers, all attend a 
practice aimed at their level. This 
helps the teachers who have 
support there and the learners 
who see others at the same level 
as themselves. If anyone is 
interested in going on the ITTS 
course or having help to teach 
people or want to correct your own 
handling errors, please contact 
Mark Pendery. 
mark.pendery@btinternet.com 
 

INTEGRATED TEACHER TRAINING SCHEME 

NOTICES 
January 26th 2013—  Guild Social 10 am Loughborough Parish Church  
      A ‘Have a go at something new’ coffee morning. 
February 22nd 2013— Guild Dinner 
April 27th 2013—  Half Yearly meeting and striking  
      Competition and plant sale  
      (please think about what you  
      could bring) 



Mark Pendery 
Kirby Muxloe 

 
The rising ringers met on 
Saturday 11th August and 
Saturday 29th September both at 
the Oadby ringing centre. The 
August meeting had reduced 
numbers mainly due to the 
holiday period but this gave the 
opportunity for those who 
attended to have a sustained 
session of practice with their 
chosen method and rope time to 
build confidence. The September 
meeting had more attendees and 
again the focus was to advance 
the ringing ability of all attendees. 
Significant progress was made in 
the area of plain hunt. In this 
case it was great to see that with 
focus and a great team of 
helpers, basic plain hunt can 
progress quickly into ringing the 
treble to some Grandsire 
Doubles. One attendee also 
showed great progress in the 
ability to ring Cambridge Surprise 
Minor (other methods are 
available) 
The rising ringers meetings have 
mainly been at Oadby this year; 
this uses the facility at Oadby for 
its intended use and provides a 
non-threatening learning 

environment. The bells are tied 
and the sound is produced using 
the simulator. This has worked 
really well for the group and 
allowed good progress to be 
made. I am working on an event 
for the Christmas period and 
meeting for next year. I would like 
to follow the same bi-monthly 
format and the dates are below, 
but I would like to put in some 
additional practices for next year. 
The rising ringers group is for 
ALL ages and abilities. If you 
know someone who is learning to 
ring then please contact me and 
more importantly attend the 
meetings – it is great to see fresh 
faces coming through. 
The rising ringers meetings are a 
great way of supplementing your 
own ringing practices and giving 
learners the opportunity to ring 
with others and be pushed into 
new capability areas. As an 
example of typical progress, 
ability level and what learners get 
out of this group I have put 
together a couple of profiles: 
Ringer 1 first attended the rising 
ringers during 2011. The ringer’s 
home tower has reasonably 
heavy bells so ringing on lighter 
bells was a challenge due to over
-pulling etc. This ringer has 

attended several meetings now 
and rope handling has improved 
to the point that plain hunt on five 
is competently rung. We pushed 
for plain hunt on 7 at the last 
meeting. This has enabled the 
learner to experience a different 
set of bells, ring with others and 
gain confidence from ringing new/
different type of plain hunt. 
Ringer 2 has been attending the 
group for 2-3 years. Over this 
time good progress has been 
made with Plain Bob Minor, 
Grandsire Triples and latterly 
Cambridge Minor. It is not always 
possible to ring these methods at 
the home tower so the rising 
ringer group provides this 
opportunity for progress. This 
obviously relies on a great team 
of helpers to support this to which 
the learners are very grateful – 
Thank you. 
2013 meeting dates – venue to 
be confirmed 
26th January 
23rd March 
25th May 
27th July 
28th September 
23rd November 

RISING RINGERS 

Handy Hints for Practice Night 
 

When you have people learning how to call touches but are a bit shy or a bit unsure of 
exactly where to put the calls, why not get everyone to call it?! The student can then feel 
more confident about shouting out and also will be more likely to call it in the right place 
as everyone is saying it. It also ensures the other ringers are paying attention and learn-
ing to call someone else observation. 
 
 
For practicing bell control get your ringers to ring ’switcheroo’. At handstroke ring 1 2 3 4 5 6 then at 
backstroke ring 6 5 4 3 2 1. It is a real test for those ringing and very satisfying when done correctly! It’s 
also very amusing for those sitting out!! 

Calling All Helpers! 
 
As you know, the Recruitment and Education Committee are hoping to hold training 
sessions on the fifth Saturdays of the month, throughout the year. If you feel able to 
help out on any of these courses, of all levels, please contact Chris Sansome on 
hinckley@leicesterdg.org.uk 


